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TimeTables v2009.2.15, v.2.0.3, Screenshot.Q: Oracle database load
testing I have an application that requires a service called "Data
Load" to be performed. Data Load is a process of inserting some 20k
records into oracle database. My previous developer has mentioned
that this kind of process can easily be achieved by just creating a list
of the records and iterating through that list. Is this a valid approach
for this kind of thing? Or should I be using a profiler to do this kind of
job and test the results to make sure it takes the least amount of time?
If so, could you please highlight the steps to be taken to do so. I have
not been provided with Oracle licenses so i cant use PL/SQL or any
stored procedures. Thanks A: You would probably be best off using an
external tool like SQL Loader to insert data. It is not free, but it is
readily available and will help you monitor your insert rate in real
time. This might be what your previous developer meant. Wednesday,
February 27, 2006 Tasty treats Well, yes, you guessed it, I did read
last week's letter from Pierre. I was not sure that something as crafty
as making a mouse cosy would interest him so much. Then when I
showed him the pictures and asked for his opinion I received this: "I
hope you had fun with your craft." We had fun! I did not think that I
would like to make the mouse cosy any more than I liked to make the
mice or the snowflakes but I found it very easy to make the final
product and it was much better than if I had made the white furry
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mouse and then applied the black felt. It was so much easier to keep
making the mice because I was using a template.I thought that since I
made a mouse cosy for the hedgehog and the other animals in Pierre's
letter would like to help, I could offer that in exchange for a treat. I
chose a yummy Easter egg. The mouse cosy turned out really well in
white and is very cute. "How many would you like?" I did ask that I
can reserve it for my son for his birthday, I did not ask for
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